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Research Report

- **Millennials and Social Commerce: Engagement Leads to Sales but Paid Social May Not**
  19 July, 2017
- **Follow the Leader: The Adoption and Use of Instagram by the Inc. 500 and the Fortune 500**
  12 December, 2016
- **Millennials and Social Commerce: Brands and Buy Buttons**
  01 September, 2016
- **The 2015 Fortune 500 and Social Media: Instagram Gains, Blogs Lose**
  01 November, 2015
- **LinkedIn Dominates, Twitter Trends and Facebook Falls: The 2014 Inc. 500 and Social Media**
  01 December, 2014
- **Millennials Transform Social Commerce: Hashtag 'Buy' Buttons?**
  01 December, 2014
- **The 2014 Fortune 500 and Social Media: LinkedIn Dominates As Use of Newer Tools Explodes**
  01 December, 2014
- **Picture This: Top Charities Master Visual and Social Media**
  23 April, 2014
- **LinkedIn Rules But Sales Potential May Lie with Twitter: The 2013 Inc. 500 and Social Media**
  01 December, 2013
- **2013 Are Bullish on Social Media: Big Companies Get Excited About Google+\(^3\), Instagram, Foursquare and Pinterest**
  01 December, 2013
- **College Presidents Out-Blog and Out-Tweet Corporate CEOs as Higher Ed Delves Deeper into Social Media to Recruit Students**
  01 December, 2013
- **Social Media Settles In Among the 2012 Inc. 500**
  01 December, 2012
- **The Missing Link in Social Media Use among Top MBA Programs: Tracking Prospects**
  01 December, 2012
- **Social Media Surge by the 2012 Fortune 500: Increased Use of Blogs, Facebook, Twitter, and More**
  01 December, 2012
- **Higher Ed Documents Social Media ROI: New Communications Tools Are a Game Changer**
  01 December, 2012
- **Social Media Adoption Soars as Higher Ed Experiments and Reevaluates Its Use of New Communications Tools**
  01 December, 2011
- **The 2011 Fortune 500 and Social Media Adoption: Have America's Largest Companies Reached a Social Media Plateau?**
  01 December, 2011
- **The Fortune 500 and Social Media 2010: A Longitudinal Study of Blogging, Twitter and Facebook Usage by America's Largest Companies**
  01 December, 2010
- **Social Media and College Admissions: Higher-Ed Beats Business in Adoption of New Tools for Third Year**
  01 December, 2010
- **US Charities' Adoption of Social Media Outpaces All Other Sectors for the Third Year in a Row**
  01 December, 2010
- **The 2010 Inc 500 Update: Most Blog, Friend and Tweet But Some Industries Still Shun Social Media**
  01 December, 2010
- **Social Media and College Admissions: The First Longitudinal Study**
  01 December, 2009
- **The Fortune 500 and Social Media: A Longitudinal Study of Blogging and Twitter Usage by America's Largest Companies**
  01 December, 2009
- **Social Media in the 2009 Inc.500: New Tools and Trends**
  01 December, 2009
- **The Fortune 500 and Blogging: Slow and Steady and Farther Along Than Expected**
  01 December, 2009
- **The Fortune 500 and Social Media: A Longitudinal Study of Blogging, Twitter and Facebook Usage by America's Largest Companies**
  01 December, 2008
- **Social Media in the Inc. 500: The First Longitudinal Study**
  01 December, 2008